
 
 Marcus Scott  
111 20th Street  
Apt. #412  
Rock Island, Illinois 61201  
Education and Experience with Foreign Languages  

 Bachelor of Arts Degree in Mandarin Chinese with a minor in Japanese  

 Graduated cum laude from Carthage College in Kenosha, Wisconsin, ranked as one of the top 

undergraduate schools in the state  

 Overall GPA: 3.57/4.0 (GPA in major: 3.81)  

 Studied for a semester at the prestigious Beijing Language and Culture University, receiving an A in 

the Advanced Chinese courses  

 Wrote thesis completely in Mandarin Chinese focusing on the differences between rural and urban 

China based on healthcare, education and culture. Received an A  

 Acted as Mandarin Chinese/Japanese/English tutor (Except for English, all beginner to intermediate 

level).  

 Helped Japanese and Chinese student teachers with reading comprehension and their English 

theses  

 Did unpaid translations for various teachers and professors (Mandarin Chinese<>English, 

Japanese<>English) concerning such things as children's literature, advertisements for poetry events 
and weekly luncheons  
 
Main Language Pairs:  

 Mandarin Chinese (Simplified Characters)>English  

 Mandarin Chinese (Traditional Characters)>English  

 Japanese>English  

 

Secondary Language Pair  

 Spanish>English  

 
Work Experience with Translations  
Specialties:  
Patents  

Experience with the translation of many different types of patents, including (but not limited to):  
Letters of Refusal, medical patents, engineering patents  
Medicine  
TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine), dentistry (periodontology), cardiology, anesthesiology, 
pharmacology, pharmaceutical processes (creation of tablets and other medications), clinical trial 
data, medical journals, death certificates  

Other fields  



Architecture, advertisement, automotive work, aviation, business/banking, chemistry, cosmetics, 

fashion, general articles, video gaming, others  
Experience with Proofreading/Editing (Japanese>English, Mandarin Chinese>English, 
Spanish>English)  

 Experience proofreading/editing telecommunications documents  

 Experience with the proofreading/editing of patent documents  

 Experience editing/proofreading theses and other academic papers  

 
Experience with Transcription  

 Experience with editing/proofreading English>English transcriptions  

 
Rates (Can Be Negotiated)  
For Translation  
Mandarin Chinese (Simplified/Traditional)>English: $0.10 per word (USD)  
Japanese>English: $0.10 per word (USD)  

Spanish>English: $0.07 per word (USD)  
For Proofreading/Editing/Transcription Editing-Proofreading (Transcription 

English>English Only)  
All language pairs $30 an hour  

 


